
Intro to CS – Python Lesson 4 –Conditionals and Control Flow 

 

Name:_______________________________________________________________________________

Using Codecademy , login with your school Gmail email. Complete the 15 Conditionals and Control Flow 

Lessons. Answer the following questions as you work through the 15 lessons. 

1. What do  each of the following comparison operators mean? 

a. <  

b. > 

c. <= 

d. >= 

e. == 

f. != 

 

2. What is the result of: (20-10) != 5 

 

3. What is the result of:  (3*6)-10 <= 2^3 

 

4. What is the result of :  bool_one = 3 < 5  

  

5. What is the result of :  bool_two = 99 == "lettuce" 

 

6. What is the result of:  bool_three = 44 / 2 <= 43 

 

7. What is the result of:  bool_four = "potato" != "potato" 

 

8. What is the result of:  bool_five = "tomato" == "tomato" 

 

9. Given:  bool_one = False and False  Then, what is the result of bool_one? 

 

10. Given:  bool_five = True and True  Then, what is the result of bool_five? 

 

11. Given:  bool_three = 100**0.5 >= 50 or False Then, what is the result of bool_three? 

 

12. Given:  bool_four = not 3**2 + 4**2 != 5**2 Then, what is the result of bool_four? 

 

13. What is the order of operations for Boolean operators? 

 

 

 

14. Given:  bool_one = False or not True and True Then, what is the result of bool_one? 

 

 

 

 

https://www.codecademy.com/courses/learn-python/lessons/python-syntax/exercises/name-error
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15. Given the following code and function calll, what is the output? 

 

def greater_less_equal_5(answer): 

    if answer <3: 

        return 1 

    elif answer <= 4:           

        return -1 

    else: 

        return 0 

print greater_less_equal_5(4) 

print greater_less_equal_5(5) 

print greater_less_equal_5(6) 

 

16. Given the following code, complete the sections to make sure the correctoutput is displayed: 

def grade_converter(grade): 

    if _____: 

        return "A" 

    elif _____: 

        return "B" 

    elif _____: 

        return "C" 

    elif _____: 

        return "D" 

    else: 

print grade_converter(92) 

print grade_converter(70) 

print grade_converter(61) 

 

 

 

 

Deliverable: Show the completion badge to me to receive credit for this section. 


